PRESS RELEASE

MICROÏDS ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF ADVENTURE GAME
CLASSIC "SYBERIA" ON ANDROID
SUR GOG.COM

Montreuil, December 20 2013. Microïds responds to the call of the hit adventure game saga Syberia
fans and offer them to relive Kate Walker’s amazing journey on Android.
Along with the development of highly expected Syberia 3, French publisher Microïds keeps sharing their
all-time masterpiece with the passionate of the genre, no matter their favorite support. This is now
mobile and tablet under Android owners’ turn to discover or rediscover this title designed by untypical
and world famous author Benoit Sokal (Amerzone, Canardo…).
The strength of the series is to deal with human or society themes through a wonderful fanciful universe
rocked by snowflakes. With Syberia, through Kate Walker’s adventure, a New York lawyer, players go on
an initiatory trip where they wonder about their ability to give up their every-day life to pursue their
dream.
The game begins as the heroin arrives in Valadilene, in the heart of the French Alps with the mission to
purchase, for her company, an automaton factory whose owner just passed away. Kate quickly discovers
that Ana Voralberg had an heir, her younger brother Hans.
To close the deal, she has to find this man who has
disappeared for decades for unknown reasons.
Through this journey, she will make several
encounters that will change her vision of the
world for ever and reveal her true personality.
"Syberia" is fully dubbed in English and French
and subtitled in English, French, German, Italian
and Spanish. It is available since December 20 2013
on Android (Google Play and soon Amazon
AppStore).

The trailer is available here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2sUueE6M24

"Syberia" (Android)
Price : $4,49
Weight : 1.5 Go
Link : http://bit.ly/1eqHH15

Join the community on
www.facebook.com/microids

Follow us on
twitter.com/microids_off

About Anuman Interactive

Follow us on
youtube.com/anumaninteractive
Watch our videos on
youtube.com/anumaninteractive

Created in 2000, Anuman Interactive is a French publisher of software, applications and video games for the general public, and is best known for its
Architecture, Highway Code and Creative Activities titles. With the experience and know-how of its teams, Anuman Interactive has widened its
sphere, which mainly includes practical and edutainment titles, and now encompasses adventure video games, an industry in which it is becoming a
major international player, thanks to the Microïds (Amerzone, Dracula, Still Life, Syberia) brand.
At the end of 2009, Anuman Interactive joined the Media-Participations group, the 3rd largest publishing group in France and the top comic book
publishing group in Europe, as a subsidiary company, and has shared its multimedia expertise with the different companies within the group to
consolidate its progress in the development of new technologies.
Today, Anuman Interactive develops, publishes and distributes applications, as well as video games, on a number of different platforms (PC, Mac,
Consoles, iPhone, iPad, Android etc.), thanks to a rich and varied license catalogue. As both a major player in Apple's AppStore, and as the partner of
globally known download platforms like Steam or Big Fish, these are certainly exciting times for Anuman Interactive!
For more information, please visit http://www.anuman-interactive.com/
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